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Best Practice: 1 

Title of the Practice: Student Voluntary services in General Elections 

The context that required the initiation of the practice 

India is one of the countries having biggest electoral system. Smooth and hassle-free conduct of 

elections is always a difficult task in big countries like India. Though the election commission of India 

and state election commission take every measure for the smooth conduct of elections, services of 

local people also adds for it. In view of this, 40 students of Government Degree College Jammikunta 

volunteered for smooth conduct of elections in Huzurabad assembly constituency. 

Objectives of the practice 

➢ To inculcate the value of voluntary service among students. 

➢ To get awareness on the process of election. 

➢ To know about the practical problems in conducting elections 

➢ To maintain the discipline among voters. 

➢ To join hands with the election personnel for smooth conduct of elections 

The Practice: 

40 students acted as volunteers in general elections of Huzurabad assembly constituency, they 

participated in the election process for 2 days, on the election day and the pre-election day. They 

supported the election personnel in maintaining ques, in drinking water supply and in helping infirm 

voters etc. 

Obstacles faced if any, strategies adapted to overcome them. 

Local youth objected for the voluntary activity of the students, by the intervention of the election 

officers the volunteers were supplied ID cards and their services continued. 

Impact of the Practice: 

The participated students got clear understanding of the election process and they gratified the 

satisfaction for their service in an important activity of a democratic country. 

 

Best Practice: 2 

Title of the Practice: Fundraising for Charity and helping others 

The context that required the initiation of the practice 

An orphanage called, Spandana is being run by a local voluntary organization in Jammikunta, which 

is in dearth of resources. After knowing this the students and staff came forward for helping hand. 

Objectives of the practice 

➢ To inculcate the value of Charity 

➢ To know the circumstances of running an orphanage. 

➢ To understand the problems of orphans.   

➢ To realize the power of collaborative activity 



The Practice: 

Nearly e 150 students and 20 staff members contributed monetarily and gathered Rs.21,000/- and 

collected 2 quintals of rice and handed over to the organisers of Spandana orphanage. 

Obstacles faced if any, strategies adapted to overcome them. 

Though Some of the students not came forward, most of the students participated actively and 

donated generously 

Impact of the Practice: 

Students realised the importance of charity and they enjoyed the collaborative work, they understood 

the problem of orphans and they promised to continue this kind of action in future also 


